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Today’s talk

• Introduction: speaker background and research interests
• International teacher education via distance learning – teaching teachers 

online
• Responding to the challenge of Covid-19 as an opportunity to innovate in 

pedagogy and practice – teaching teachers when teaching has moved online
• Postgraduate level educational research in the time of Covid-19: studying 

‘schooling’ when ‘schooling’, staff and students are online/offline/hybrid -
teaching teachers to do research when teaching has moved online

• Video-enhanced dialogic assessment – researching changing assessment 
practices because of distance learning and Covid-19









Research



Teaching teachers online



#TEAMIIDL

• Who we are

• What we do

• How we do it





A diverse body of trainees

New entrants on 
placement

Graduate in-
service school 

staff

Experienced in-
service teachers

Senior leaders in 
schools

English language 
teachers (e.g. 

NETs)



The PGCE 
IDL

Learning 
Journey



Teaching teachers when 
teaching has moved online



Education in a pandemic…



Education during a pandemic

• Constant shifting sands with regards to teaching practicums due to the 
pandemic (similar to the UK) 

• Working with a vast number of different countries, curricula and trainees 
with cultural differences and levels of experience. 

• For example, areas such as South East Asia and Middle Eastern countries have 
closed schools repeatedly, often dictated by the Ministries of Education. As 
an example, many schools in Dubai have adopted a ‘blended approach’ but 
Abu Dhabi is still teaching purely online. 

• Students have needed more reassurance and flexibility in regard to 
assignments and workload and we have responded by creating alternative 
assessment pathways. 

• However, a positive: they have adapted their teaching using more advanced 
technological skills. 

• Schools and teachers have been almost ‘forced’ to adapt by using technology, 
something that has been discussed in education for many years but not 
necessarily widespread adoption. Variable provision and support in schools.



Pedagogy drives technology

Maintaining the interactivity 
and engagement you would 
expect face-to-face, e.g. Canvas 
quizzes, Polls, Forms, digital 
calendaring e.g. Calendly

Utilising the full functionality of 
MS Teams as new features 
come online; paired live 
teaching, captions, recordings, 
breakout rooms

Ensuring the Digital Lead
supports staff to develop 
engaging and professional 
teaching spaces

Accessibility – deploying the 
principles of Instructional 
Design to support EAL students



Canvas quiz: The Classroom Experiment



Live sessions (also recorded)





Teaching teachers to do research 
when teaching has moved online



The academic ‘story’
• What is the story of the intervention in the school? Why does it happen? What do you know about the topic?

• What do you know about research methods? Which are the best ones for your research? Why?

• Who did you talk to? What did you see/hear? What documentary data do you have? What did you learn?

• How well is the intervention working for these students? How do you know?

• How does that compare to what you read in the literature? Could the school do it any better?



You need your 
research tools



Research-active 
educators

The importance of developing research 
capacity in trainee teachers stems from the 
expectation that they will become research-
informed practitioners who can use evidence 
to inform decision-making (Siddiqui and 
Wardle, 2020). Being consumers of research 
is not enough, however: teachers need to 
also develop the tools to carry out their own 
research in school settings.

Hidson & Wynn, 2020



“Communities of practice are 
groups of people who share a 

concern or a passion for 
something they do and learn 
how to do it better as they 

interact regularly. …” 
Wenger (1998)

Communities of practice: learning, meaning, and identity. By 
Etienne Wenger, Cambridge University Press, 1998.



Researching changing 
assessment practices because of 
distance learning and Covid-19



“A methodological frontier…” 
Weller (2015)

Weller, S. (2015). The potentials and pitfalls of using Skype for qualitative 

(longitudinal) interviews. NCRM Working Paper. NCRM.



Rethinking assessment 
What have we done?

 Feedback gathered around existing assessment model
 Audit of existing best practice
 Audit of modules within programme
 Revised and developed module documentation
 Pilot Dialogic Assessment
 Roll out Dialogic Assessment with full cohort
∞ Review and gather data from formative assessment
∞ Continuous development of community of learning



Video-enhanced observation
• Video as a step change for IDL with the introduction of Panopto

• Staged initial implementation of video submissions via reVIEW and Canvas 
starting January 2019 cohort (14 videos)

• ALL trainees now submit videos for TP1

• A secure submission mechanism, tracked against the individual student ID

• Ease of staff access for quality assurance, moderation etc.

• A straightforward online way to replace the over-complicated previous 
process

• Backed up by the university as part of ongoing data storage requirements

• Time saving for administrative and academic staff

• Easy to access feedback for students

• University Legitimate Interest Assessment for Information Governance

• Data protection information for school senior leadership





Video-
Stimulated 
Interviews



Hidson (2018)

Model of desktop sharing method



Hidson, E. (2020). Internet Video Calling and 
Desktop Sharing (VCDS) as an Emerging 
Research Method for Exploring Pedagogical 
Reasoning in Lesson Planning. Video Journal of 
Education and Pedagogy 5(1) 1–14 DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1163/23644583-00501001

Keywords: emerging research innovations; 
video calling; desktop sharing; digital research 
methods; pedagogical reasoning; lesson 
planning

https://doi.org/10.1163/23644583-00501001
https://brill.figshare.com/articles/media/Internet_Video_Calling_and_Desktop_Sharing_VCDS_as_an_Emerging_Research_Method_for_Exploring_Pedagogical_Reasoning_in_Lesson_Planning/12820820


Vice-Chancellor’s Team Award
Video-Enhanced Dialogic Assessment (VEDA)



Relevant take-aways

• Look at the opportunities that challenges offer for practice

• Build on what we know about good teaching and learning, good 
technology and good research

• Sometimes things can be done even better because we have had to 
look at them differently

• Turn these problems and solutions into something worthy of further 
research and dissemination



Thank you

@DrHidson


